
 

GYMNASTICS TEAMS CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 

 

 

JR Pre-team (Evaluation required to advance into this class) 

Ages 5-7 years 

This class is an important progressive step towards Team Kidz.  Gymnasts are introduced to 

Level 3 skills and routines.  Gymnasts must pass off skills on all events in order to advance 

onto Team Kidz.   

This class is twice a week for 1½ hours (Total hours per week: 3). Session fee is $375 upfront 

or $75 per month. 

 

Sr Pre-team (Evaluation required to advance into this class) 

Ages 8-14 years 

This class is an important progressive step towards Team Kidz.  Gymnasts are introduced to 

Level 3 skills and routines.  Gymnasts must pass off skills on all events in order to advance 

onto Team Kidz.   

This class is twice a week for 1½ hours (Total hours per week: 3). Session fee is $375 upfront 

or $75 per month. 

 

Hope Team (Evaluation required to advance into this class)  

Ages 5-7 years 

Younger students that are ready for more advanced gymnastics are placed in this 

accelerated program from Jr. Pre Team.  Coaches prepare them for a place on performance 

team as they are ready in skill and maturity. 

This class is Twice a week for 1½ hours (Total hours per week: 3) .  Session fee is $375 

upfront or $75 per month.   

  

 

 



 

GYMNASTICS TEAMS CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 

 

 

Xcel Bronze 1 (Evaluation required to advance into this class) 

Ages 8-15 years 

The Xcel Bronze 1 Team training program is for intermediate and advanced gymnasts.  

Allstar Kidz follows USA Gymnastics guidelines for technique and performance including 

compulsory levels 1-5 and excel routines.  Recreational meet opportunities are available but 

optional.   

This class is twice a week for 1½ hours, plus an additional hour of tumbling per day (Total 

hours per week: 4). Session fee is $475.00 upfront or $95.00 per month.   

 

Xcel Bronze 2 (Evaluation required to advance into this class) 

Ages 8-15 years 

The Xcel Bronze 2 Team training program is for intermediate and advanced gymnasts.  

Allstar Kidz follows USA Gymnastics guidelines for technique and performance including 

compulsory levels 1-5 and excel routines.  Recreational meet opportunities are available but 

optional.   

This class is twice a week for 2 hours, plus an additional hour of tumbling (Total hours per 

week: 5). Winter session fee is $575 upfront or $115 a month.   

 

Xcel Silver (Evaluation required to advance into this class) 

Ages 8-15 years 

The Xcel Silver Team training program is for intermediate and advanced gymnasts.  Allstar 

Kidz follows USA Gymnastics guidelines for technique and performance including 

compulsory levels 1-5 and excel routines.  Recreational meet opportunities are available but 

optional.   

This class is three times a week for 2 hours.  (Total hours per week: 6). Session fee is $675 

upfront or $135 per month.   

 



 

GYMNASTICS TEAMS CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 

 

 

Xcel Gold (Evaluation required to advance into this class) 

Ages 8-15 years 

The Xcel Gold Team training program is for intermediate and advanced gymnasts.  Allstar 

Kidz follows USA Gymnastics guidelines for technique and performance including 

compulsory levels 1-5 and excel routines.  Recreational meet opportunities are available but 

optional.   

This class is three times a week for 2 hours.  (Total hours per week: 6). Session fee is $675 

upfront or $135 per month. 


